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1 SonarWiz Contacts - Batch (bulk) Creation Options 

This document explains the options in SonarWiz version 6.05.0005, for performing a 

batch-contact-capture event in your project. This can really help, such as in a case 

where maybe the boat post-processing worked up thousands of contacts in a project, 

and retained the name,x,y position of the contacts, but somehow these were not 

integrated yet into the SonarWiz format project. This project describes 2 ways to use 

that data and perform contact-capture in batch-mode, to save an enormous amount of 

manual work (which would be error prone as well as tedious).  

1.1 Batch Creation of Contacts - X,Y File Import 

Batch creation of contacts from an external CSV file has been supported since 

SonarWiz version 6.05.0003.  
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Release 6.05.0003 release notes, item 14: 

14. ENHANCEMENT:SSS:MINOR:GM:3451 -- Contacts can be created for imported x/y (or 

lat/lon [due to using the existing magnetometer template mechanism]) coordinates matched 

against enabled sidescan files; a new dialog launched from the contact manager is the entry 

point to this functionality. 
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1.2 Batch Creation of Contacts - from Project Point Features 

Batch creation of contacts from in-project point features, was recently added, and has 

been supported since SonarWiz version 6.05.0005. 

SonarWiz Release 6.05.0005 release notes, item 3: 

3. ENHANCEMENT:SSS:MINOR:GM:3451 -- The "bulk contact creation" function (was 

"Create from XY file.." in Contact Manager, now "Create from XY file or features..") now 

allows the X/Y list to be populated from point features in the current project, instead of an 

external X/Y file. 
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2 Batch Contact Capture - Scenario 1: External CSV or TXT  file 

In this scenario, we import a set of 4 XYZ coordinates, and create a new contact for 

each, in a small sidescan project with 4 SS files in it. The contact capture image will be 

in the color palette in use at the time, for SS channels 1-2, which we have enabled in 

the plan (map) view.  

2.1 Prepare an XYZ external file data set 

Prepare an external data set in X,Y,Z comma-separated-values format, like this. The 

text file should contain the coordinates of the contacts that you want auto-picked.  

Comma separated, XYZ text is the simplest.  The Z can be zero, we don't use it 

anyway.  You should create  something like this: 

367597.52,4741757.65,0.00 
367511.07,4741815.29,0.00 
367280.53,4742084.24,0.00 
367174.87,4741885.73,0.00 
366861.08,4741773.66,0.00 
366284.74,4741696.82,0.00 

 

Then you can import these into your SonarWiz project, to create contacts from each 

line-item in the file. It uses magnetometry XYZ format import template, hence the need 

for the Z value (though zero is fine).  

 

Import file-type options include CSV file type or TXT file type (file extension, in 

Windows) 

2.2 Start the Contact Manager to invoke Batch-mode Contact Creation  

(1) Open the Contact Manager in your project that you want to auto pick contacts, and 

select this button: 
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2.3 Select CHOOSE FILE  

(2) In the Batch Contact Import dialog, click the CHOOSE FILE button to choose the 

CSV or TXT file to import: 

 

Then select the XYZ-format file to import. This particular "example" file has this format: 
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(3)  Select the file to import, and 

(4) Select File Template XYZ MAG (last in the list) 

(5) Finally, click OPEN. Then wait for it to finish. There are no progress bars so wait, 

since a large batch will take some time to read in.  
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2.4 Review the Chosen Matches between X,Y positions and CSF files 

 

The top set of 4 coordinate positions read into SonarWiz perfectly, so click on the 

middle-right SELECT NONE button to deselect all the lower points proposed. We turn 

them all OFF to be able to turn ON only those which we wish to see imported into new 

contacts. 

You can see that in a case like this with overlapping sidescan lines, you have to choose 

which line you want the contact on. 

Then in the lower section, ENABLE only the 4 contacts you actually want created, then 

click IMPORT. 
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After you click IMPORT, you will see a progress bar, and the contacts will be created in 

the project, continuing existing contact naming. The map view below shows that the 4 

new contacts were created.  
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3 Batch Contact Capture - Scenario 2: Using Project Features 

In this scenario, we use point features from the project itself, and create a new contact 

for each one, in a small sidescan project with 4 SS files in it. The contact capture image 

will be in the color palette in use at the time, for SS channels 1-2, which we have 

enabled in the plan (map) view.  

This scenario works well if you wish to review the coordinate positions first by creating 

point features (e.g. import name,x,y CSV file to create point features),  like when you 

have been told these 3 coordinate pairs represent approximate positions of where 3 

containers fell off a container cargo ship, and all you had received was 3 coordinate 

pairs. It may help to create features first, and "ground-truth" them by verifying that each 

is a water location, located on one of the sonar lines.  Once you have a set of point 

features, these can be used to create contacts.  

In our example case here, we'll actually create 4 new contacts in a different naming 

convention (default) than the existing contacts (NOAA format), by capturing 4 point text 

features right at each existing contact.  
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3.1 Create a Set of Point Features in Your Project 

Manually, or in IMPORT mode, create your point features first. Manually you would 

select Post-processing -> Features -> ADD FEATURE and create a point feature, one 

by one for each position where you need a contact. IMPORT mode allows batch-mode 

import of a feature coordinates file (e.g. name,X,Y format, of name,latitude,,longitude 

format, see User Guide section 5.16.4.6 for details). 

If you really wanted simply to change the color palette from MSTL Bronze (example 

below), to GREY for each existing contact in your project, this might work well. You 

would create a point feature right at each existing contact, then change SS channels 1-2 

color palette to GREY, then batch-import the point features into new contacts.  

 

In the project shown above, we have no features, but will use the 4 existing contacts 

shown, to create 4 point features manually, then will create 4 new contacts in GREY 

palette, in batch-mode, using the point features.  

3.2 Point Feature Capture Example - Manually 

You can capture point features in the plan view, but doing it in DIGITIZER VIEW window 

probably is more accurate. Just select the sidescan line, select DIGITIZE NEW 
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FEATURES, then in the new window, select ADD POINT TEXT FEATURE and place it 

right in the center of an existing contact. 

 

Point Feature capture in a multiple-capture sequence is fast this way - since you can 

simply capture the feature, scroll to the next location, capture again. Features seem as 

fast and easy to create, review, and delete, as contacts in DIGITIZER VIEW.  Our 

results: 
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3.3 Feature Manager View 

Here is how our set of 4 point features looks, in Feature Manager: 

 

3.4 Change Color Palette - If Necessary 

If you want to have the new contact capture images (for editing, and reports) in a 

different color palette, now is the time, BEFORE getting into the batch-contacts import 

dialogs:  
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3.5 Setting Contact Settings Before Capture 

Just to show options here, we'll make sure the contact naming is set to DEFAULT 

(options -> Contact Options), and we will set the new default color to YELLOW: 
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3.6 Capturing Contacts From Point Features - Contact Manager 

Then we will use the Contact Manager button to capture contacts in batch-mode, and 

see what the preview looks like: 

 

 

 

The batch mode option to select next is the Use Project Point Features option, to see 

the coordinates area populated, and see what sidescan line choices we have for 

creating the new contacts: 
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These options look much like in scenario 1, since it is the same project. Each feature 
imported to a coordinate pair (1-4)  listed at the top, and each one overlays multiple SS 
lines. So again, here's where to: 
 
1. SELECT NONE to empty all the lower-section "import" checkboxes 
2. Review each position and decide which SS line upon which you want to capture a 

new contact 
3. Set the Import checkbox for that coordinate-pair and sidescan line to CHECKED 
4. When you are done, click IMPORT and the selected coordinates will translate to new 

contacts.  
 
Here's the dialog view before we click IMPORT: 
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Note that you are making choices here when multiple options exist. In a single-CSF-file 

project, there would be only one choice for each coordinate pair. When you have 

overlapping lines, such as separate lines overlapping, or having imported identical-

position ch12 andf ch34 versions from the same sonar file, you get to decide this way 

exactly which CSF file gets the new contact.  

The plan view color palette for the chosen CSF file in effect at this time, when you click 

IMPORT next, is the color palette that will be shown in Contact Edit view of the contact, 

and also in the Contact Report image.  

Finally press IMPORT and get your new set of 4 contacts: 
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You can see that these show GREY palette. You can capture the point features on any 

color palette, because they have no image associated with them - they are just named 

positions. But set up the chosen color palette BEFORE batch-contact capture, to get a 

nice result like this above.  Note too that the 4 new contacts are Contact0000 name 

format, even though all original contacts were NOAA format. Whatever naming 

convention is in use at the time the IMPORT button gets pressed, will be used.  

4 Batch Contact Capture - Using Contact Data Sets 

Here's an example of how to manage a larger issue - like contact capture from an 

existing data set, to manage one of these two scenarios 

(1) A client asked for color palette change in contact images, after a huge set of 

contacts had been captured, and it would not make sense to re-do the entire job of 

contact capture manually. In this case the contacts all exist in a SonarWiz project, 

they are just in the wrong color palette 

(2) A data set spreadsheet  in X,Y format was captured - imagine 5000 or more 

contacts, but it's not in a SonarWiz project - maybe the contacts were captured from 
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a format not yet supported directly by the SonarWiz Contact Manager IMPORT 

options.  

We'll go into less detail than the examples above, but will explain the steps to take in 

each case.  

4.1 Batch Contacts - Scenario 3 - Existing SonarWiz Contact Database 

In overview, these are the steps to take in this scenario: 

1. Plan on direct contact capture from the XY positions of the data set (scenario 1 

technique) 

2. Export your existing contact database from the SonarWiz project (Contact Manager 

supports numerous EXPORT formats) 

3. Use EXCEL to open your contacts spreadsheet, eliminate unnecessary columns, shift 

column positions, and create an X,Y,Z set of columns, then  

4. Save as a CSV for direct import to SonarWiz at an XY-position type batch contact 

capture.  

5. It could help also, to save another version of the spreadsheet too, if you can retain 

the name of the sonar line on the same line. For example, save 4 columns like: 

X,Y,Z,Line-Name 

 and save this as a second spreadsheet. This can help in the REVIEW stage of a 

Scenario 1 batch-contact-import. You would be able to see which sonar line had 

created which CSF file, and associate the XY position correctly with the CSF file.  

6. Consider changing color palette in the project now, if that was the main goal of 

contact re-capture - so that the new set of contacts will have image-capture occur, 

when you press the IMPORT button, using the preferred color palette. 

7. Consider a contact-name-format change for the new contacts, to distinguish them in 

some way from the existing contacts. You may want to keep each set, and it's easier 

to turn a whole set off, or delete them, if you can easily tell them apart by their 

names. 

8. Now revert to the Scenario 1 batch-contact-import and use your XYZ CSV-format 

option.  

 

4.2 Batch Contacts - Scenario 4 - External Contacts Spreadsheet 

In overview, these are the steps to take in this scenario: 
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1. Plan on direct contact capture from the XY positions of the data set (scenario 1 

technique) 

2. Use EXCEL to open your contacts spreadsheet, eliminate unnecessary columns, shift 

column positions, and create an X,Y,Z set of columns, then  

3. Save as a CSV for direct import to SonarWiz at an XY-position type batch contact 

capture.  

4. It could help also, to save another version of the spreadsheet too, if you can retain 

the name of the sonar line on the same line. For example, save 4 columns like: 

X,Y,Z,Line-Name 

 and save this as a second spreadsheet. This can help in the REVIEW stage of a 

Scenario 1 batch-contact-import. You would be able to see which sonar line had 

created which CSF file, and associate the XY position correctly with the CSF file.  

5. Then process this XYZ CSV file using Scenario 1 techniques from above, and create 

the same XY positions into contacts in your SonarWiz project.  

You've just saved yourself all the time it would have taken to re-capture those 5000 

contacts - have a crab cake!  

 

 

 

 

 

 


